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BOOK REVIEWS. 

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON EFFICIENCY IN THE ADMINISTRATION 

OF JUSTICE. Prepared by Charles W. Eliot, Moorfield Storey, 
Louis D. Brandeis, Adolph J. Rodenbeck, and Roscoe Pound. 
The National Economic League, 6 Beacon Street, Boston, 
Mass. 

The National Economic League reacted to the nation's awak- 
ened conscience on the subject of courts and law enforcement by 
devoting a year to research exclusively in this field. The work 
was intrusted to Charles W. Eliot, Louis D. Brandeis, Moorfield 
Storey, Adolph J. Rodenbeck, and Roscoe Pound. A prelim- 
inary report has been submitted to the bar and the press. It is 
to be presumed that after comment and criticism the final find- 
ings and recommendations of the committee will be widely pub- 
lished. 

The committee seems to consider a good diagnosis equal to 
half a cure. The report is powerful in analysis, following closely 
Professor Pound's published articles on dissatisfaction with the 
administration of justice. But little could be added to the re- 
port as a summary of the various causes, general and local, which 
contribute in varying proportion at various places to our failure 
to make justice a practical accomplishment. 

No people have more laws or more machinery for producing 
laws, such as they are. No people have more courts and judges. 
Our loaded shelves bear witness to the volume of transactions. 
We are a practical people, or proclaim ourselves such, but- 

The faults lie deep, it appears, but they are by no means in- 
eradicable. We put our courts to unnatural stress in many ways 
for we are a people living by law, and one could be excused for 
thinking that we are also living for law. But the idea is gaining 
ground that courts exist for man, rather than the converse. A 
careful study convinces us that there is nothing inherently per- 
verse in lawyers, judges, and juries. They are the proper and 
natural machinery of justice. But as with any piece of machin- 
ery, the parts must be themselves right, and must bear a right 
relationship to each other, if there is to be efficient production. 

The American people have been jealous of lawyers. A naive 
conception of democratic equality, manifested in earlier days 
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by hatred of social and professional distinctions, keyed the at- 
titude of the public toward that very necessary institution, the 
bar. A democratic bar has meant not a self-governing body, 
but a privileged trade overcrowded with half-educated lawyers, 
a profession so-called without organization, without leadership, 
without cohesion, without responsibilty to the state. This 
would not be so serious were it not for the fact that the bench 
must be recruited from the bar, and selection by popular vote is 
ill adapted to expert choice. 

"In what may be styled fairly the classical period of American 
law the bench was for a greater portion of the time appointive, 
or, if elective,' elected by the legislature and tenure was assured 
for life. Even after the movement for an elective judiciary gained 
strength about 1850, the traditions of the older order maintained 
a high standard for some time. Since the Civil War, except in 
New England, the bench has been elective with few exceptions 
and for the most part for relatively short terms. The construc- 
tive work in American law, the adaption of English case law and 
English statutes to the needs of a new country and the shaping of 
them into an American common law, was done by appointed 
judges while most of the technicality of procedure, mechanical ju- 
risprudence and narrow adherence to eighteenth-century absolute 
ideas of which the public now complains is the work of elected 
judges. The illiberal decisions of the last quarter of the nine- 
teenth century to which objection is made to-day were almost 
wholly the work of popularly elected judges with short tenure. 
Moreover where to-day we have appointive courts these courts 
in conservative communities have been liberal in questions of 
constitutional law where elective judges, holding for short terms, 
have been strict and reactionary." 

In like forceful manner the report fixes blame upon the maze 
of legislative procedure which has grown up coincident with the 
elective judiciary. Many states have on the statute books from 
two thousand to three thousand procedural rules, which, enacted 
first for the purpose of compelling the judge to do what is right 
under certain circumstances, now often make it impossible for 
him to do the obviously simple and right thing under different 
circumstances. 

These rigid rules, imposed by an alien authority, are largely 
responsible for the dependence of our popularly elected trial 
judges, who, in the words of Mr. Taft, are little more than modera- 
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tors presiding over the contentions of counsel. Under such a per- 
verted system the jury is afforded but little aid and becomes an 
utterly disproportionate factor in affairs. 

A fault almost everywhere prevailing in the States is the lack 
of organization in the judicial branch. We have numerous 
specialized tribunals in every state whereas we should have one 
unified court with specialized judges, their activities directed by 
some central and responsible mind. 

The beginnings of reform in this field are seen. The brilliant 
achievements of the Municipal Court of Chicago and others 
founded on its central idea of co-ordination and responsible 
authority, surely point the way to thorough judicial organization 
on a state-wide basis. 

Nor is it unreasonable to hope for ultimate reform in the 
selection and tenure of judges. Direct nomination, however 
successful for the purposes for which it was adopted, makes the 
judicial office more than ever one that beckons to the lawyer 
demagogue. The judicial recall, now happily well threshed out in 
the press and on the platform, shows the inherent fallacy of the 
traditional form of electing judges, for a hundred judges are 
sacrificed through periodic elections for every one that is lost to 
public service through the recall. The short ballot prevails in 
many cities and makes progress as a county and state reform. 
In time short ballot ideals will be accepted for the judiciary. 

The bar begins to react to external pressure. Proposals for 
a thoroughly organized bar, of which every lawyer must neces- 
sarily be a member, and in which every lawyer will have an equal 
and indefeasible right of control and consequent responsibility, 
are in the air. One of the obligations of such an organized bar 
would be the education of its novices and if the history of similar 
bodies in all other civilized countries is repeated, this work will 
be done with enthusiasm. 

The report might be more complete and more explicit with 
respect to remedial proposals, but it is a valuable document as it 
stands, and must itself be taken rather than any cramped review, 
for exposition of this crucial question. 

Copies of the report are to be obtained upon application to 
the National Economic League, 6 Beacon street, Boston, Mass. 

HERBERT HARLEY. 
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